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Leonhard 
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• prodigy

• university at 14    

• Johann Bernoulli

• theology           math
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Leonhard Euler

Born in Bâle (Switzerland) 
in 1707 

• Academy of Berlin (34 to 59)
        Frederick the Great,  Maupertuis,  Voltaire

• Academy of Saint-Petersburg (59 to 76)
                                                Catherine the Great,  Russian school

• Academy of Saint-Petersburg (19 to 34)
                                                                Catherine I
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Leonhard Euler

pure mathematics: 
number theory, algebra, combinatorics, 
series, di!erential and integral calculus, 
geometry, topology, complex variables, 
probability, calculus of variations...

Publications

(math + math phys + mech engin)
    

1
3

• blind as of 1771

• one publication per week in 1775

• 800 publications "+ correspondence#

• Omnia Op$ra : 80 volumes 

• between 1725 and 1800, Euler =

applied mathematics: 
naval science, mechanics, optics, 
hydrodynamics, elasticity, electricity, 
numerical analysis, acoustics, music, 
astronomy, optimization...
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 A few of the chapter titles from the first book of the Introductio, on the other 

hand, are 
 

I. On Functions in General 
II. On the Transformation of 

Functions 

IV. On the Development of Functions 
in Infinite Series 

VI. On Exponentials and Logarithms 
XII. On the Development of Real 

Rational Functions 

XIII. On Recurrent Series 
XVIII. On Continued Fractions 

 
 All of these chapters are about 
functions, not about curves.  Even chapters 

like VI, XIII and XVIII that do not 
mention functions in their title deal with 

functions as the primary objects.  Curves 
play no role. 
 

 The second volume of the 
Introductio, though, has an entirely 

different emphasis.  It is about curves, and 
how to use analysis to understand curves.  
A few of its chapter titles are: 

 
I. On Curves in General 

III. On the Classification of Algebraic Curves by Orders 
VIII. Concerning Asymptotes 
XIV. On the Curvature of a Curve 

XIX. On the Intersection of Curves 
XXI. Transcendental Curves 

 
 It is widely accepted that during the 18th century, Mathematics underwent a 
transformation from a geometric approach, as characterized by L’Hôpital, to an analytic 

one, as in Book I of the Introductio.  By 1755 when Euler published the Calculus 

differentialis, as we will see, he was almost completely committed to analysis over 

geometry, but in 1748, it seems he still had divided loyalties. 
 
 The mathematics of the Introductio itself is spectacular.  It is the first important 

book to treat trigonometric functions as functions rather than as measurements.  We see 
exponentials and logarithms for the first time in almost the same way we do them now, 

though Euler does use infinite numbers and infinitesimals in his calculations and 

derivations.  Because Euler used the symbols e and !   in the Introductio to denote those 

1748
• Introductio
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 Integral calculus seems to be about differential equations and antiderivatives. It is 

not about curves or areas.  Later he writes (page 9, paragraph 16) 
 

Certain of what is treated in later parts of these elements has greatest 
use in Mechanics and in the doctrine of fluids.  On account of this, 
only the very first rudiments of these things will be treated, and our 

second book of integral calculus will be sterile of such commentary, 
which, though it has long been necessary, very little has yet been done.  

When it is done, it will be seen to confer a great many scientific 
advances. 

 

 Euler draws his line even 
more sharply.  His treatment of 

integral calculus will include no 
applications, either.  This leaves 
just pure, sterile analysis.  

 
 The text itself is stark and 

fast moving.  After a 
“praenotanda” on the nature of 
integral calculus, the curriculum is 

structured about a long sequence of 
“problems,” each followed by a 

solution, and usually several 
corollaries, scholions and 
examples.  The first two volumes 

have 173 such problems, the 
numbers continuing from one 

volume to the next.  The third 
volume has 88 problems, with 
twenty more problems (and seven 

illustrations!) in an appendix on the 
calculus of variations. A typical 

problem is number 79 from the first volume: 
 

612. If : z!  denotes a function of z such that  

4
:

dz
z

A Czz Ez
! =

+ +
" , chosen so that it vanishes when z = 0, then 

to investigate the comparisons among such kinds of functions. 
 
 The kinds of “comparisons” Euler means are relations like 

: : : 0p q r! +! +! = .  Some readers will recognize this as one of the arc length sum 

formulas for elliptic integrals.  As we mentioned, the text is fast moving. 

 This problem is followed by its solution three corollaries and two scholions. Work 
a few pages earlier makes it clear how such formulas are related to angle-sum identities 
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IV. If ( )( )ln lny p q=  with p 

and q being any functions of x, by 
the product rule given before 

ln ln
dp dq

dy q p
p q

= + . 

 

 This, and eight other such 
examples, take the place of exercises in 

this and other chapters.  Another delightful 
example of the chain rule appears on page 
110: 

 

If 

xee
y e= , then 

xe xe e x
dy e e e dx= . 

 
 Euler bases his entire approach on 
the relations between an arithmetic 

sequence of values of the independent 
variable, , , 2 , 3 , 4 ,etc.x x x x x! ! ! !+ + + + , and the corresponding values of the 

dependent variable, which, for want of subscript notation, he writes 

, , , , ,etc.I II III IVy y y y y  He defines first differences as , , etc.I I II Iy y y y y y! = " ! = " , 

then second differences, and so forth.  Only after he as developed as much theory of 

differences as he can does he take # to be an infinitely small number and get his 
differentials. 

 Some people criticize Euler for failing to pay attention to the rigorous foundations 
of the calculus.  This criticism is unjustified.  Euler takes great pains in his Preface to try 
to secure the foundations, with explanations like this (page viii): 

 
To many who have discussed the rules of differential calculus, 

it has seemed that there is a distinction between absolutely nothing and 
a special order of quantities infinitely small, which do not quite vanish 
completely but retain a certain quantity that is indeed less than any 

assignable quantity.  Concerning these, it is correctly objected that 
geometric rigor has been neglected.  … 

 
 Euler goes on to try to justify the foundations of calculus.  He did not neglect 
them; he merely failed in his attempts to make them rigorous. 

 
 In the Calculus differentialis, Euler’s conversion from Geometer to Analyst is 

complete.  None of the chapter titles mention curves.  There are no illustrations in the 
entire text, no differential triangles, no tangent lines.  The objects of study are functions, 
given by rules or as series.   

• Differential and Integral Calculus                        

2587 pages

1755-1770

• Algebra (Russian, German, French, Latin, English...)

1770

Publications : some highlights

1768

bestseller

• Lettres à une princesse d’Allemagne 



A)  1 + 1/4 + 1/9 + 1/16...+ 1/k +...  =  ! /6 
2 2

B)  e    =  -1!i

C)  Euler’s equation in 
                optimization over curves

= calculus of variations

Three equations in Euler’s career



Which curve y(x) joining the points 
(a, A) and (b, B) minimizes the time 

of descent?

( = the brachistochrone )

We seek to minimize 

relative to the curves y(x) satisfying 
                                                     y(a) = A, y(b) = B

∫ b

a

√
1 + y′(x)2√
y(x) − A

dx

(a, A)

(b,B)



Méthodus Inveniendi Lineas Curvas Maximi 
Minimive Proprietate Gaudentes sive Solutio 
Problematis Isoperimetrici Latissimo Sensu

Euler!s monograph  of 1744 : 

• Statement of the general problem

• Euler!s equation

• Principle of least action 

•  Method of multipliers for  

constraints 

• 100 examples

We find :

The behavior of a physical system  
corresponds to a minimum. 

Axiom :

Recall : the case of a static equilibrium... 

‘Nothing at all takes 
place in the universe in 
which some rule of 
maximum or minimum 
does not appear’



p
1
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p
3

p
4

x

We seek a point x which is 
central relative to    ,    ,    ,    :  
that is, which minimizes 

|   - x| + |   - x| + |   - x| + |   - x|

p
1

p
2

p
4

p
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p
3

p
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p
2

p
4

At equilibrium, the point x 

minimizes the potential 
energy of the system
(d!Alembert / Maupertuis)

Problem of 
Torricelli / Steiner 

Solution by furniture :

p
1

p
2

p
3

p
4

x
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Il est bien singulier 
que M. Euler, 
combl# de biens par 
Votre Majest#, lui 
et sa fami$e, ai% 
obtenu son cong# si 
ais#ment apr&s 
'ingt(six ans d! 
s#jour.

Lettre au roi de Prusse
26 mai 1766  

Jean le Rond 

d'Alembert

Paris 1717 – Paris 1783

It is surprising that Euler, to 
)hom you have been so 
generous, has obtained so easily 
your permission to leave a*er 
twenty(six years.



One of Euler!s examples 

min
y(·)

∫ b

a
y(x)

√
1 + y ′(x)2 dx

d

dx

{
y ′(x) y(x)√
1 + y ′(x)2

}
=

√
1 + y ′(x)2

profile y(x)

The 
observed 
surface
is of  
minimal 
area



Euler%s Principle of Least Action is also a 

dynamic extension of the static case.  

Examples : trajectory of a ball, orbit of a planet, 
oscillation of a pendulum

Two personalities closely linked to Euler, and in 
particular to his monograph : 

                        Maupertuis and Lagrang!

The method of multipliers allows one to treat 
constraints.

Exemple
(a,A)

(b,B)

y (x)

The curve y, a 
catenary, minimizes 
the potential energy 
relative to curves of 
prescribed length.



Pierre-Louis Moreau 

de Maupertuis

• soldier

• explorer
• héros de salon

• causeur
• philosopher of 
 science

 named president 

of his Academy 
by Frederick the 
Great

recruits Euler 
in 1741

Born Saint-Malo 1698



Héros de la physique,  Argonautes nouveaux

Qui franchissez les monts, qui traversez les eaux,

Dont le travail immense et l’exact mesure

De la terre étonnée ont fixé la figure.

Voltaire, on Maupertuis, before knowing him :

and after :
Courrier de la physique,  Argonautes nouveaux

Qui franchissez les monts, qui traversez les eaux,

Ramenez des climats, soumis aux trois couronnes

Vos perches, vos secteurs, et surtout deux Lapones!

Vous avez confirmé dans ces lieux pleins d'ennui 

Ce que Newton connut sans sortir de chez lui.

great 
scandal

In 1744, one year after receiving 
Euler’s manuscript, Maupertuis 
publishes the principle of least 
action as his own... Euler refuses to 
condemn him
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Born Turin 1736        

• Writes to Euler 
in 1755, 
describes the 
method of 
variations

• Euler names the 
subject in his 
honor : calculus 
of variations

• Euler is his 
mentor until his 
death

Joseph Louis 
Lagrange



&Euler'Lagrange equation%
&Lagrange multipliers% !

• He replaces Euler in Berlin in 1766 ; Frederick writes :

• Later, Lagrange emphasizes the regularity of functions :

Th#orie des Fonctions analytiques, contenant les 
Principes du Calcul di+#rentiel, d#gag#s de tout! 
Consid#ration d,in-niment Petits, d,Evanouissans, 
de Limites et de Fluxions, et r#duits . l,Analys! 
alg#brique des Quantit#s -nies   /17970

Lagrange

• Euler and Lagrange : the two great mathematicians of  18th 

Europe,s greatest king desires to have at his 
court Europe,s greatest mathematicia" 

• 1788 : M#canique Analytique  

         = calculus of variations + multipliers + least action 



Three phenomena related to non 
regularity, and studied neither by Euler 

nor by Lagrange

• Abrupt transitions

• Nonsmooth solutions "with corners#

• Nonsmooth behavior "non di!erentiable#

19th century : Jacobi, conjugate points
20th : catastrophes

19th : duBois'Reymond, Weierstrass
20th : Hilbert, Sobolev, De Giorgi...

20th :  NonsmoothAnalysis



Equilibrium shifts (first irregularity)

catastrophe



Solutions with corners (second irregularity)

The Goldschmidt solution (1831)

y(x)



A design problem: the optimal column

Ainsi c'est un problème de maximis et 
minimis de déterminer la courbe qui, 
par sa rotation autour de son axe 
formera une colonne capable de 
supporter la plus grande charge 
possible, la hauteur et la masse de la 
colonne étant données.
                                              Lagrange (1770) Sur la figure des colonnes

To find the curve which by its 
revolution determines the column of 
greatest efficiency.                   Truesdell



profile y

1. Choose a profile y 

Designing a column of revolution

2. Effect a rotation to 
generate a column C(y )

volume = V

H

3. Respect the constraints on 
volume and height

4. Calculate (as per Euler) the 
strength (maximal load) f (y ) of 
the column C(y )

5. Maximize f (y ) over y



Keller & Tadjbaksh

1960
Lagrange 

1770

Cox & Overton

1992
(generalized gradients)  

67% 3% 100%

Three solutions

Where is
the error?



Nonsmooth Functions (third irregularity)

g
f

y

The function “maximal load supported by a 
column of profile y” is a nonsmooth function of 
y ... which is where the error was made

the function min(f,g) has 
a corner here



Je me d#tourne avec e1oi 
et horreur de cette plai! 
lamentable des fonctions 
qui n,ont pas de d#riv#es.

                              Hermite



Canonical example : aeronautics ; control of a rocket 
by its engines and guidance system                                         
"Russian school, > 1950, Pontryagin, multipliers...#

Numerous applications : transport, communication, 
energy production, (nance, management, chemical 
production, medicine, renewable resources...

An example

Optimal control is an extension of the calculus of 
variations: there is a function u"t# "the control# 
corresponding to certain parameters of the system 
that can be varied in order to in)uence its evolution 
"= the curve y"t##

We now take charge of the optimization, 
rather than letting nature do it



t

y

If ! is sufficiently large, then y  = 0 (extinction)c

A model in renewable 
resources

yc

turnpike

y(0)
u = uc

u = E

y(0)

u = 0

y = biomass

u = fishing effort

G = natural growth

       law

E = effort bound

! = discount rate

" = resource price

k = effort cost

(Clark, Clarke, Munro / Econometrica)

Simple, but...

y ′(t) = G(y(t)) − u(t)y(t)

max

∫∫∫ ∞

0
e−δt {π y(t) − k} u(t)dt

0 ≤ u(t) ≤ E



y

E

yc y
L

Ec

E
L

b

Optimal strategy in the presence of investment AND depreciation 
of the boats in the fleet

a
many fish, few boats

c

u(t) = E(t)

d
u(t) < E(t)

e
u(t) = E(t)

f

long-term 
equilibrium

There is an
optimal 
feedback 
u(y,E)...
discontinuous!

Proof:
nonsmooth 
verification 
functions



Feedbacks are controls depending on the 
current state y "rather than t# : 
                                                                u"y#, not u"t#

Classic Example :  a thermostat

Discontinuous Feedback :  a current research 
area, and another &irregularity%.

It turns out that discontinuous feedbacks are 
essential :

• hybrid systems "robotics#

• large unknown perturbations "landing#

• pursuit/evasion "the boy and the crocodile#

Feedback Control



The contributions of Euler discussed today :

• Calculus of variations

• The method of multipliers

• Principle of least action

Scienti(c epilogue 

still fundamental to physics, engineering + 
control "the modern face of the subject#

central to optimization of many kinds,
notably in optimal control

relativity, quantum mechanics, string theory

These ideas still live...
Euler could contribute today



Biographical epilogue 

Maupertuis LagrangeEuler
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Maupertuis
• Contracts tuberculosis

• Dies in 1759, at the age of 61, in 
B*le, in Bernoulli%s house

great scandal

in which he is opposed to Voltaire 
and the Paris academy

•Resigns in disgrace in 1753 after 
the

Some people still speak of Maupertuis% principle of 
least action "!#

No street in Paris, no lunar crater, But :



Lagrange
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• During the revolution :
  metric system, Ecole 
Normale and Polytechnique

• Under Napol$on :           
senator, count of the 
Empire, grand o+cer of the 
L$gion d%honneur

• His &greatest treasure% : 
his young wife, whom he 
marries at the age of 56

• Dies in Paris in 1813 at the 
age of 77

•After 20 years in Berlin, he 
joins the Paris Academy in
1786



Dies in September 1783 
in  Saint'Petersburg at 
the age of 76

R.

  I.

P.

Euler

• morning : modeling montgol(,res 

"a recent invention# 

• afternoon : calculations on the orbit 

of  Uranus "recently discovered#

• evening : a stroke, sudden death

• a great man, a genius, generous and modest
• Euler was the -rst to cite the work of others fairly 

and positively (Truesdell)

Last day : 

Last words : I die



Euler : 
Life, the univers!
and optimizatio"

The End


